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The Contest

•••

The Venture Student Union Contest is
the result of the desire of the staff to arouse
new student interest in Venture and to excite
new activity in the field of creative writing
on the MSU campus. The prize money of
$300 awarded this year was furnished from
the budget of the magazine through subscrip
tions by patrons and from a fund supplied
by ASMSU. A 1st and 2nd prize is given in

each of three literary divisions—short story,
poetry, and essay—of $60 and $40. Any stu
dent writing to have been submitted during
the current academic year was eligible to
win. The staff hopes that the cooperation
among the students, faculty sponsors, judges,
and members of student government w ill con
tinue and that its results w ill be a new start
in advancing the art of writing in Montana.

The Winners ...
SH O RT STORY

FIRST PRIZE: The Sobering of Smith — Richard Tench
SECOND PRIZE: The Failure — Judith Lonner
POETRY

FIRST PRIZE: The Sea is a Woman — Marilyn Johnson
SECOND PRIZE: Two Sentences — Bill Burke
ESSA Y

FIRST PRIZE: On Montana Culture — Jack Flightner
SECOND PRIZE: Polemic of an Atomist — Andy Elting

The Judges . . .
DR. SARAH BETSKY has been a member of
the MSU English department and has shown
great interest in creative writing here.
DR. ROBERT CHARLES is a member of
MSU English department where he teaches
English composition and has specialized in
Medeival literature.
DR. PAUL CARTER is a professor of Amer
ican History at MSU and has long been noted
as a faithful and interested sponsor of Ven
tu re’
s activities.
The staff of the magazine wishes to thank
the judges for their willingness and interest
in making the current contest a success.
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The

Sobering o f Smith
by WILLIAM TENCH
Richard Tench received his law degree from
the University of Florida and later taught at
at Gonzaga University. At present, he re
sides in Missoula where he is writing a text
on the study of law and pursuing his hobby,
creative writing, under the direction of the
MSU English staff.

“
War,”said Sherman, “
is Hell.”
“
War,”said Oliver Wendell Holmes, Jr. “is
an organized bore.”
“
War,”said Smith, “
is sobering.”
There’
s three different views for you. You
may or may not know the first two chaps,
but Smith, at any rate, is a bank clerk, who
walks with two canes, and lives with his
wife and one child. The Smiths have a dog,
a house half paid for, and a knotty pine game
room without a bar. For Smith does not
drink, which is why, for him at least, his
statement is true. And, if one believes what
people say about him, he is unaccountably
quite happy.
Once Smith was a Marine. Indeed, before
he finished he was a Marine officer. And
in his day he was quite a tippler too. But
that dates back long before he entered the
Marines.
“
Drinking is an art,”he used to say to his
college fraternity brothers, peering at them
over his glass of white lightning, which is
another name for bootleg whiskey, or sloshing
it around until it spilled on the rug. But
they all liked him in spite of that, and ad
mitted they had elected him president of the
fraternity because he could outdrink anybody
else. And outlaugh them too, for that mat
ter. And even when he bragged of it, the
other men thought that was all right, because
he could, you know.

After he graduated, everyone thought it
would not be long before he owned the bank
that hired him. Until on a Sunday after
noon, which later was known as Pearl Har
bor day, he got so liquored up over the state
of m en’
s affairs that he enlisted in the United
States Marines.
“Just like Smith,” his friends remarked.
“Successful. A leader. Married to a real
beauty. And he joins the Marines. Why he
may never even have been drafted, especially
if he’
d have some kids.”
In a way it was funny his friends should
say that, for most of them knew Smith had
not even wanted to marry in the first place.
He made no secret of that, though he had
married a girl who, as the saying goes, was
crazy about him. After they were married
she admitted she w asn’
t really pregnant after
all. Smith was angry, mad. So mad he even
told the undergraduates at his old fraternity
that he, Smith, had been gulled into mar
riage. “
But I got back at her,”he had said,
and winked when he said it, so that every
one wondered how. Still, a lot of his friends
thought he was lucky to be so unlucky, becaus Mrs. Smith was built like a tiny Venus.
With arms, of course.
Whether or not it was because Smith could
outdrink everyone in the regiment, his
Colonel did call him into the front office one
day, stand him at attention, and say to him:
“Smith, you are undoubtedly the worst cor
poral in the Marines. The only thing you are
fit for is second lieutenant. So we have de
cided to send you to officer’
s school.” And
they did. Two shiny gold bars were pinned
to his shoulders and he was given a card to
the officer’
s club bar, where he proved his
capacity with the w orld’
s most convivial.
-3 —

Within a few months he was teamed up
with Sergeant M., who came to Smith along
with a platoon of men the Marine Corps had
given him for guidance in their conduct of
the war. They were all put aboard a pot
bellied, hog built, ship, named Landing Ship
Tank, which was called an L.S.T. It had big
doors in the front end which opened when
the L.S.T. ran on an enemy beach, so the
troops inside could run out on the strand
without getting their feet wet. But the
fool thing rolled like a log all the way to a
group of rocks called the Marshall Islands,
and they were all seasick when they arrived.
Still, considering the horrible food that was
served aboard, this was not an unmixed bless
ing, except for Smith who had lost some
rather good bourbon over the side.

each other more, and so would fight and
swear, and, because they were not supposed
to, would gather around the radio and listen
to a Japanese broadcast from Tokyo Rose,
who was a Vassar girl, and they never would
listen to an American girl called Kate Smith
who had been assigned for their listening by
the general. So Smith would amble up as
though this was a personal affront and shout;
“
Hey, you guys, give us Smiths some at
tention, what.” And he would swing the
radio dial from Japan to the United States.
About that time Smith received a letter
from his wife. In it she told him he was at
long last a father. “
I did not tell you of my
pregnancy,” she had written, “because I
knew you would worry unduly. But now
that all is well, I know I share your happiness
over the miles. I pray you will come home
safely to share ours.”
Smith was furious. He wrote her a short
note. In it he said that so far as he was
concerned, the little bastard was not his.
“
Even you,” he wrote, “
should be able to
count to nine. And when I can get you into
court you will have a chance to admit that
I had not been home for nine months before
this kid was born.” He had quite a time
writing this letter even with the help he
had from the other junior officers, because
everyone became maudlin drunk as they
composed it. Still, that was a new exper
ience for Smith, who usually just became
happy, or, once in a while, mean.
A full admiral was in charge of the pending
operation against Guam and Saipan. He was
a lean man with so many stars on his shoulder
boards they looked like brandy labels. In
spite of the size of this constellation, he was
always afraid of losing one of the stars from
it, which was easy enough to do if he lost a
battle. This made him understandably cau
tious about giving the signal for the advance.
But one day he screwed up his courage and
sent the word down the line and the ships
moved from the sheltering lagoon of the Mar
shalls like elephants on parade, towards Sai
pan and Guam, the prizes of the Marianas.
The first night, however, a Japanese pilot
blew the end off Sm ith’
s L.S.T. and his
whole platoon followed him over the side in
what his Colonel said later was a most unordox manner. They sloshed around in the
sea a bit before a troop ship with a cargo

The reason they stopped at the Marshalls
was to wait for all the other troop ships to
gather so they could advance on the enemy
who was poised in respectable numbers at
another group of larger rocks called the Mar
ianas. Several little splintered coral snags
made up the Marshall Islands. Each of them
had a name. One was called Engebi, another
Eniwitok, another Kwajelain, and so forth.
But Smith explained to everyone who would
listen that in the native tongue they all
meant “
laughing waters,”and he’
d roar with
laughter to prove it. As for the natives
themselves, he declared them good only for
scratching and smelling bad, which was true
enough, at least in part.
Still, Smith used to like to lie on the beach,
empty the glass he was drinking from, and
look at the sights through the bottom of it.
He claimed this saved him from contamina
tion by the natives, and, besides, their mis
erable world looked better this way.
“
Now you take that L.S.T. there,”he would
say, pointing to one of the things drawn up
on the beach. “If you look at it through the
bottom of this glass, it’
s not an assault boat
with its ramp down, it’
s the gates of a castle
in Spain, draw bridge, portcullis, and all.”
And he’
d throw back his head and laugh in
the way he had.
“
Oh that Smith,” his companions would
say, “
What will he come out with next?”
So he watched the troops recreating on
the beaches while they waited in boredom for
the word to come that they were to move
ahead. Every passing day they irritated
4

net hanging from its rusty side, scooped
them aboard. The men already on her were
furious. They were overcrowded, under[ fed, and oversexed, and wanted least of
j all another platoon to share these things
: with. But Smith was delighted, for he had
•a feeling he would find richer living on the
larger vessel.
They took on Saipan first. But it proved
a disappointment, and not even worthy of
[ Sm ith’
s division. So his men were left float. ing off shore, just in case, and the Army 27th
was sent into battle instead.
|
i

I

I

I
|
I

I

I

Still, the Army 27th did provide a good
show. So good it later inspired a congres
sional investigation. First it lost its compass bearings and turned sideways. Then,
apparently being color blind as well as un
coordinated, it mistook the Marine dungarees on its right for Japanese greens. So
that by the time the Marine General had
fired the Army general, half the Marine
G eneral’
s right had been put out of commission by the Army.
But what Smith enjoyed about the whole
thing was that both the generals were also
named Smith. So he would sit in the officers’
mess listening on the ship to shore radio to
the two generals swearing at each other
in code. And while he was listening, Smith
would take his feet off the bulkhead, slam

them on the floor, and shout to one of his
men to lead another raiding party to the
sh ip’
s sick bay for medical alcohol, or to the
galley for pineapple juice, and he would laugh
and give speeches.
“See,” he would say,
s. Now you fel
“
the world is run by Sm ith’
lows listen to those two generals. Sound
like the Smith Brothers, don’
t they?” And
the story would go around the ship about
Smith making puns on the generals and get
ting drunk in broad daylight.
Sm ith’
s foraging parties against the ship’
s
supplies were so successful that on the sec
ond day of the battle he gave a little cock
tail party on the flying bridge. That’
s the
bridge just under the one where the sh ip’
s
captain stays. Sm ith’
s crowd gathered there
because, with binoculars, the view of the
stag show on the beach was excellent. To
make things military, they drank their alco
hol and pineapple juice from canteen cups,
while they commented professionally to each
other on the job of leadership being shown
on shore.
Occasionally one of them would leave the
party and help pull some wounded aboard.
These were being brought in landing craft
from the beaches and distributed around the
fleet. “Guess what,”said Smith after taking
his turn at the gangway swinging the stretch
ers aboard, “I just filled the last table in the
officers’ward room with a litter”
—and he
giggled —“so you guys are going to have to
eat lunch in the galley with the enlisted per
sonnel. That’
s what the guy meant when he
said ‘
war is h ell’
.” And everyone laughed
over the noise.
About then, one of the Marine pilots flew
out from the beach in a plane which left a
trail of smoke behind. He was trying to
reach an aircraft carrier, but he failed and
struck the water and blew up. Over the
fleet settled one of those peculiar little sil
ences; peculiar in battles, that is, until at
the ship’
s rail, just below Sm ith’
s party, a
young corporal shattered the quiet by
screaming at the top of his adolescent lungs:
“
There goes your God damned flight pay, you
son of a bitch.” And Smith doubled over with
laughter because there was a lot of rivalry
between the pilots and the ground troops
over the extra pay the pilots received for
combat duty.
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(Continued on Page 12)

On Montana
Culture

Jack, an Engineer who transferred from Boze
man, if from Darby.

wherein the glorified Indian, cowboy, and
mountain man are the heroes. Further, he
states that the Montanan identifies with the
Indian and feels a sense of guilt for the treat
ment given him, and that we w ill never be
able (o make the adjustment between myth
and reality essential to the development of a
successful culture until we come to terms
with our Indian problem.
This is a very superficial treatment of the
nature of our problem and is an absolute mis
application of the Noble Savage concept.
Rousseau and the Romanticists of France de
veloped the concept of the Noble Savage as
one expression of their attempt to escape
from the rationalism of the 18th century.
The Romantic concept was first accepted,
then disapproved, rejected, and ridiculed
by successive batches of 19th century
American highbrows. The intellectuals of
this century have absorbed the terminology
of the Romanticist, and although they con
tinue to ridicule his concepts, they seek to
apply his terms to Western situations. In the
midst of his scorn, the intellectual has come
to give the Noble Savage concept a certain
validity in his mind.
We Montanans, the people to whom these
alien concepts are applied, have never be
lieved in the “goodness”of man in a state of
Nature. We live too close to the scene and
are too familiar with the true characteristics
of man in contact with Nature to accept such
fanciful notions. We are intensely interested I
in man’
s struggles with Nature but we have
never conjured up a vision of this man as
being “
good” or “
Noble.” We only insist
that he use all his forces in this struggle,
without attributing to him any well-sounding j
but meaningless virtues.
The second idea—that we must solve our

We Montanans find it very irritating when
migrant cultural missionaries enter our state
and criticize the muteness of our culture.
Like the native citizen of any land, we neither
appreciate nor are able to avoid these alien
emissaries of mass civilization and technol
ogy who are disturbing in their ability to be
both right and wrong in such ways as to
produce the maximum discomfort.
These cultural critics of Montana, and of
other Western plains and mountain states
which they feel to be dallying overlong in a
nostalgia for a bygone pioneer era, do not
insist that our culture be a reflection of theirs.
What they do bewail, and rightly, is the com
plete lack of any native regional expression
of contemporary themes. These critics also
bewail, and again with reason, the lack of
the self-analysis of ideas and ideals which
must precede the emergence of a truly con
temporary regional expression.
The best criticism of Montana culture is
Professor F iedler’
s essay “Montana: or the
end of Jean-Jacques Rousseau.”Notable for
its vivid style, this very readable essay is
avowedly an exploration of our culture and
of the reasons for our muteness, but aside
from recognizing the true barrenness of our
culture, the essay blunders repeatedly in its
analysis of the reasons for the prevailing
condition, and in the steps it considers requi
site for the establishment of an attitude con
ducive to the development of a distinctive,
representative culture.
Summary never does complete justice to an
argument, but the essence of Professor Fied
ler’
s theme is that R ousseau’
s concept of
the Noble Savage and the goodness of
man in a state of nature lingers on in the
consciousness of the citizens of this state. We
apparently look back into a refurbished past
—

by JACK FLIGHTNER
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Indian problem before we can hope to de
velop a successful culture—is even more pre
posterous. However saddening the treatment
given to the Indian may be, the Indian prob
lem does not occupy an important position in
our consciousness. The majority of Montan
ans see few Indians during their entire lives
and only a small percentage of Montanans
ever have occasion to speak to a reservation
Indian. Any remorse or guilt we may feel
is only a transitory emotion immediately
whisked away by the more immediate pre
occupations of daily living. This may be evi
dence of the stunted development of our so
cial conscience, but it also indicates that Indi
ans play a very minor role in our lives. Exter
mination or assimilation of the Indians will
not bring us closer to the creation of a success
ful culture.
The principal difficulty faced by cultural
commissars when they assume a critical pose
is that they are foreign and cannot judge
their new residence with other concepts than
those instilled in them by the concrete-com
pressed, cinder-crusted environment from
which they have escaped. They can never
truly understand or evaluate this region be
cause their standards and their concepts are
those of another culture and because they
see not what the people are but what is ob
served through their own cultural cameras,
fully equipped with myopic lenses. Any ad
vantages they may possess because of fresh
ness of viewpoint are nullified by their in
ability to reach a basic identification with
their new land. At best, their efforts be
come entertaining prose; more often, they
are only ably constructed reinforcements of
time-hallowed alien biases.
With what, then, do we Montanans iden
tify? Certainly not with the Indian, the
cowboy, the mountain man, or with any of
the other character types of past or present.
As an inevitable consequence of our daily
lives, we identify with our environment. The
major sources of employment in the state—
mining, timber processing, agriculture, and
tourism—are extractive industries and are
completely dependent upon our particular na
tural resources. Thus, the Montanan can
never cease to be conscious of his depen
dence upon the land for his livelihood. In
addition to his subsistence, the Montana re
ceives a major part of his recreation from
his environment. Whether picnicking, driv

ing to the store, paying his taxes, or buying a
heavy winter coat, we can never forget the
burdens and the blessings imposed upon us
by residence in this state. Working, play
ing, or just plain existing, we are constantly
aware of our land.
The seaboard seer will label this environ
ment-directed identification as naive, juve
nile, and unsophisticated. It is here that the
basic reason for the muteness of our culture
will begin to emerge, for the sad fact is that
we accept this judgment and are ashamed of
ourselves. We find ourselves impaled on the
twin horns of a dilemma: the inability to be
other than nature-directed, and a feeling of
guilt for being so simple. As long as our
colonial economic position as a producer of
raw materials is accompanied by a colonial
cultural consciousness, we can never develop
a truly regional culture, for the writer who
finds it shameful to write of our true con
temporary conscience must retreat to the
safety of the historical past for his subjects,
thus avoiding any solution of our problem.
(A prime example of this creative cowardice
can be found in that mossy hero of Montana
literature: A. B. Guthrie, Jr. After his bestknown work, The Big Sky, each of his sub
sequent productions evidences a continuing
decline in value. This decline, and perhaps
also his recent silence, is a direct result of
his retreat into the past for his themes. His
past has dried up, yet he refuses to face the
present.)
We must exercise these noxious alien in
fluences and realize that the master culture
is distinctly different from our own. Here,
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struggles of our doomed culture as it fights
to hold back the inexorable advance of Time
which will be of interest.
If we are to
have any cultural expression at all, the
theme will be this submergence of the old
by the new, with the emphasis being placed
on the suffocation of the present culture.
There are sufficient aspects to this struggle
to furnish material for a literature of respect
able size and importance. The central rea
son for our position as executioners of that
which we love is because, in order to earn a
living and obtain the comforts and con
veniences of that way of life which we pur
portedly disavow, we must sell bit by bit our
only marketable asset — o u r environment.
Many problems will arise as this sale pro
gresses, each of which might be suitable ma
terial for the culture articulator.
Suitable material will be found in the treat
ment of the social problems arising when our
resources are nearing exhaustion and tech
nological improvements are lessening the
amount of labor necessary for the exploita
tion of these resources. As ranches become
larger and larger, as the last of the virgin
forest is cut and the timber industry reduced
to living on the annual growth, as our min
erals become depleted, as machines replace
men in woods and mills, we will be faced
with a severe labor surplus. For years we
have shipped a high percentage of our young
people outside the state, yet we still have a
growing labor surplus. The problems arising
from this labor surplus (Butte is a harbinger
of the future for other Montana areas) will
be of possible significance to the persons
seeking to give our feeble culture a voice
while it is yet breathing. The population will
continue to increase—that the number of
jobs will also increase is doubtful. We will
have done such a good job of exploiting our
environment that many of us will become
superfluous.
Struggling to retain some semblance of
economic vigor, we will make the ultimate
concession and prostitute our wilderness and
primitive areas (supposedly inviolable such
a short time ago) to the slash of the axe and
the roar of the chain saw. All kinds of ra
tional arguments will be advanced by our
own citizenry supporting the desirability of
such measures, but culturally it will repre
sent a compromise of the ideals of which we
(Continued on Page 24)

a smile is a true sign of friendship; in the
seaboard culture it is the sign of the idiot, the
homosexual, or the politician. The adula
tion of all things European, the preoccupa
tion with the abnormal, the violent, and the
bizarre, the cynical smile of the weary dis
believer of everything—none of these attri
butes of the artificial mental culture of the
East is for us. The sociological and psycho
logical ramifications of nude couples playing
croquet in a sooty basement may be a suitable
expression of the interests of these people,
but it is not our cup of tea. We have a dis
tinctly different situation here and must es
tablish our own rules and standards to treat
of it, striking off the shackles of shame and
affirming our identification with our land.
After admitting the basic nature of our
consciousness, the person seeking to give
our culture a voice must make one more step
—a large one. Our identification with our
environment is too flimsy a theme to sus
tain a culture of any magnitude. It must be
recognized as such and be considered as no
more than an essential ingredient of a much
larger view. Another ingredient will be the
richness of our historical past—not com
pletely fabricated in spite of the pronounce
ments of our detractors.
The most important ingredient of a truly
representative regional culture—the ingre
dient which will give our culture depth, feel
ing, pathos—must be a recognition that this
way of life which we love, this freedom
from many of the impositions of massed mul
titudes, this enjoyment and love of our en
vironment, is doomed, and that we who love
this way of life are destined to be the execu
tioners and the pallbearers. It is the death

—
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Unending
Application

Mrs. Lonner, an education major, published
poetry in the Winter issue of Venture this
year. Her sketch, The Failure, appearing on
page 17 of this issue, won second prize in
the Venture short story writing contest.

by JUDITH LONNER
too precious for rejection. The laundry lines
become overrun with pinko-gray generations;
the whites provide contrasting socks in their
shrinking count. The germinating masses
forcefully snuggle the pale whites into the
curvatures of the laundry basket. The suds
and bleach, in their rejection, bow to the ma
chine as its orifice accepts indiscriminate of
ferings. The beating blades, blend the ori
ginals into mirrored chromatic dispersions.
The wash lines of nature, after copious
combinations, exhibit fluttering grayness in
various shades. Brides no longer question
the purity of their husbands shirts. Mater
ials manufacturers probe population depths
and dispense with dyes. Genuflections are
made to gray; it is a genetic synthesis.
Mothers no longer frantically match socks,
Fathers cannot worry about the color of
their shirts and children find gray a toyworld life. Circumstance occasionally leaves
a black or red, a faded, resisting restrospect.
But these are used only on hunting trips
into the wilderness.
Eden is trespassed by faint flappings from
the clothes lines. The grays have discovered
their fluctuating diversity. Despite all ef
forts, the grays have evolved with delicate
distinction. The very light grays dislike be
ing seen on the same line with the darker
grays. In fact, the light grays have been
huddling in one end of the basket, so they will
be hung together. There is growing appre
hension at the entrance of the washer. The
light grays fear continual contact with the
darker grays, and as long as machine opera
tors continue their casual combinations,
judgment is explicit. But the good wives of
the firmament will smother the threat of a
limbo-life for the lighter grays. They are
talking about a plan. They are going to wash
and hang the dark grays on Monday, the
shade forty-seven-dark-grays on Tuesday,
and so on, leaving the light gray wash for
Sunday.

Bits of cloth, dragged from snug hampers,
[ are threatened each day by the call of the
: automatic washer. It is imperative that the
white materials join their fellows in the
suffocating suds and cauterizing bleach, if
they are to preserve their unique status as
. the albino of the cloth world. The insecure,
prismatic colors must avoid two pitfalls. The
f light colored wash must swim with equal
lightness, and the darker, with the dark.
| If a darker article bathes with a lighter one,
\ the latter will go to the line, defiled to the
\ warp by the form er’
s presence in its pores.
| Actually, the somber materials have little to
i lose. They are so determined in their exis
tence that neither white, nor lighter powers
are able to destroy them. But whiteness en
ters the whirlpool a vulnerable, vacillating
mass, as both the dark and the lighter have
control over its destiny. And white, to be
white, must not be impregnated with gray,
nor pink, nor yellow, nor pinko-gray, or it
will have denuded itself of its solitary society
in the Vanity Fair.
White is a timorous entity, as it hangs with
its mobile members on marching lines, se
cured by clamping clothespins. The frontiers
of the mixing machine are watched by the
jaundiced buttons of the white materials;
they are determined that no stray red sock
shall threaten their subsistence. The blood, less substances devour the suds and swallow
the medicinal bleach, in their determined
resolution to expurgate themselves of taint’
s
touch. The blades of the mechanism bruise
the cloth, removing the inherited stains and
. creating effeminate seams. Occasional mis
takes may be corrected, but continual miscalculations create cadaverous whiteness,
which finds itself added to characterless collfcctions of trash.

I
I
I
i

Time will soon see brides and machine operators, in their frantic sprints, adding baby’
s
red clothes and black work pants to the
whirlpool. The contamination is unimpressed by the nibbling bleach and the substances- 9
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PRIZE POETRY
A H om o Sapiens
And His Bottle

Poem

By BILL BURKE

By MARILYN JOHNSON

Oh God, that You had never fallen asleep
The night my mother dropped me out so deep.
For now primeval rain clawing my lair,
And ancient night pressing her damp face
Against mine, trace
My haunted heritage
From a once-forgotten reborn age,
To scratch my intestinal tendencies
On the itch of my thoughtful inconsistencies.

there was a beautiful
idiot
running
naked
along the edge of the sea
with sea-sun skin
and big white feet
i
wish i were
running
naked
behind him

By my diagnostic calculation
The scientific situation is precisely this:
Death and sin are ivories tossed across a table;
Therefore I am slightly afraid.
One wise man with a glass says I am made
Potentially a god, another with a book
Reads me with a lesser look.
Quite despairing of growing wings,
And quite too tall for smaller things,
Must I not, then, find recourse
With some bottle as my resource?

the sea is a woman
loving herself
delicate boned birds lie dead
in the sand
their little hard feet
broken strings
she threw them there
when the moon bloomed
breast brown

It must be the monkey in me
Bowing before this cold erection:
Really quite an odd selection
For a progressing man.
Here in my lair
With a dream clinging to my hair.
I have settled on a solitary plan—
Not for passion, love, or fun,
But as the quickest way to run—
I will put on a manly coat of brilliant disguise
To lure from the shadows a pair of hungry,
yellow eyes.
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Marilyn, a senior art major from Missoula,
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poem, though previously published by the
magazine, is a recurrent prizewinner.

Bill Burke is a graduate in English Litera
ture, having received his B.A. from MSU in
I960. He is a native of Butte. These poems
mark his first appearance in Venture

Tw o Sentences

Yet mine is no phallic heart surging to hips,
But one which bawls for love on lips,
Creeping hungrily to the breast
For sleep and peace and rest.

by BILL BURKE
While sitting on the front porch
With a carefully sentineled dubious eye
Tracing the gash of crimson
Cutting across the evening sky,
And watching the children play
At war, hearing their floating laughter
Spinning tom orrow ’
s threads
In this precarious peace that fell after
A wounded w orld’
s hemorrhage,
Buoyed in the convalescent ebb
Of hope that reason and love
Will knot in some unbreakable web,
We can talk with nervous indirection
About the abrupt ways of G od’
s correction.
But we might slightly smile—
In spite of the chilling irritation
Of swelling night in your
Cold stomach and mine, or the wierd
sensation
Which jumps upon our laps
From the mood that prompts a ch ild’
s cry
Down the streets, or the dust
That filters infectiously through the sky,
Or the somewhat somber and sober
Diagnosis that we are faced
Eventually with a filmy
Lull about to be erased—
A clotted sky bursting in years or months
Is only the final blood which flows but
once.

Kiss me bottle deep and long;
Sing me a sleepytime song.
I would know as a saint knows:
Certain that fact and dream
Are synthesized in some eternal scheme.
But why go bumping through this dark death
In search of some gossamer thread?
It is easier to forget than to explain
How barren night begat the rain.
Or I would stand as the tree stands,
Straight and strong against the sky.
But tripping over my tail
I find it is coziest to clasp my hands
On something round and dry,
And lie away my period on mother ground.
Take me bottle off to sleep.
I pray you take my soul and keep it.
And let me lock the spirits in,
With my knees tucked to my chin,
With my knees tucked to my chin.

—
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The Sobering of Smith ...

three in the morning you were going to see
your wife. And you parked the duty jeep
in the hotel garage. And you did see me.
D on’
t you remember?”
“
Now th ere’
s a real woman for you,”
shouted Smith, leaning over the bar and
shoving her letter down its length for every
one to see. “
How about me knocking the
old lady up while I’
m Officer of the Day,
and then forgetting all about it. My God,
that ought to be put in the guard duty man
ual.”

(Continued from Page 5)
But the skipper of the ship, who had been
too busy on his own bridge to notice his
passengers, looked over the rail like an angry
stork, with his megaphone strapped under his
goggles, and he yelled: “
You, down there. If
you want to live to wear those ribbons you’
re
earning by watching better men fight, get
the hell off my superstructure and under iron
where you belong.”And he herded them into
the hold and screwed the hatches down on
them. And they all knew the theory behind
that move, which made them uncomfortable,
for if the compartment they happened to be
in had been hit, the hatches would have
remained closed and they would have be
come flotsam of battle in order to save the
rest of the ship.

And later in the evening he sat in the non
commissioned ‘
"officers’quarters and passed
around the whiskey he had brought his boys,
while Sergeant M read the letter out loud.
And they drank his whiskey and laughed a
great deal and nudged each other.
One day the word to move came down
again. And Smith filled his combat can
teens, for he carried two canteens to battle;
one was filled with brandy, and the other
with burgundy, and they all sailed towards
Guam as before.
In truth it was a grand evening the night
before they retook Guam. The Southern
Cross, which is an icon, was never more pris
tine. The air was like eider, and so gentle
and quiet, that few spoke for fear someone
would mention the hot and brassy day ahead,
and so soil the delightful delusion of peace.
Smith sniffed the air and went to the sick
bay where he bribed a Navy Corpsman for
a tin of the sh ip’
s alcohol. The supply was
getting low and the price had gone up ac
cordingly, He had to give a three-edged dag
ger he had taken from a dead Marine, two
bottles of warm beer, and a cotton sack full
of Japanese gold teeth, which were contra
band in those days. But to him there was a
chill in the air in spite of the tropic breezes.
He carried his booty aft and announced to
two other lieutenants and three non-com
missioned officers that they might as well
have a party. “
Drink up,”he said, “
because
some of us might not be able to drink so good
tomorrow, eh!” And he laughed louder than
usual. But Sergeant M., who was usually
Sm ith’
s shore leave companion, had the most
marvelous whiskey tenor in the Marines.
And he nearly sobered them all when the
drink was gone, by singing the L ord’
s Prayer
while sitting atop a gun mount and wearing
the Southern Cross on his shoulder.

But in spite of the discomfort and thirst,
Smith and his companions lived to fight
another day. Though the sh ip’
s captain did
not let them return to the deck until his
ship was on its way back to the Marshall Is
lands. For higher echelons had decided that
the stars were not auspicious, and the planned
assault on Guam-'-which was to follow on
the heels of Saipin, must await another time.
So once again Smith took his lads ashore,
and sipped fermented coconut juice in the
shade of a shattered palm tree as he watched
them play with the available rules of God, or
collect everything from brass from spent
shells to old, fat, married, native, women, or
bugs.
Mail was hlways held up during battles and
had only to be delivered to those who re
turned to rear areas like the Marshalls. So
Smith received an answer to the letter he had
written his wife before he sailed to Saipan.
She wrote: “
I fooled you once because I
loved you. I would not fool you otherwise.
But I am not surprised you do not recall
what happened the night you came to my
hotel room, even though you were supposed
to be restricted to the base waiting shipment
overseas. Remember? I had traveled across
country to see you before you left, but was
too late. Then that night you walked in—or
early morning rather—carrying your ‘
fortyfive’and duty belt for you were officer of
the day, -you said. And you had been drink
ing at a frien d’
s room and had announced at
—
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than any one living, or dead, either, for that
matter. When he came upon the ward in
the morning with his retinue of nurses and
corpsmen behind him, everyone flinched un
der the covers. But McKeever paid no at
tention to that. He would walk to some
one’
s bed, look at his chart, whip back the
blankets to examine some offending mem
ber, then point to it and say to his surgical
nurse, “
W e’
ll take it off in the morning.”
When he came to Sm ith’
s bed, he would
merely put his hand under Sm ith’
s back and
say, “
Feeling yet?”and Smith would shake
his head, and McKeever would shake his
head too and say, “
Maybe tomorrow.” “
At
least,”Smith thought, “
he can’
t amputate at
the neck.”But everyone thought M cK eever’
s
visits were very funny and some of the more
clever men used to imitate his entrance on
the ward.
One day Sm ith’
s voice came back. When
it did he suggested to the doctor that the last
thing he recalled was he was a second lieu
tenant. The doctor thought this might be a
continuation of Smith’
s.delirium, but to be on
the safe side he sent a note to Marine head
quarters. They were annoyed. They had al
ready notified Mrs. Smith that Smith was
missing and presumed dead. Now all this.
So a Sergeant Major with a belly held up by
his belt like a sling, came to Smith and said:
“
Are you a lieutenant, Sir, or are you a ser
geant, Mac?”
Smith was moved up to sick officer’
s quar
ters, which were called S. O. Q. for short, and
his former wardmates, whom he had got to
like very well, cheered him happily as he
was carried out and assured him that actu
ally S. O. Q. stood for sick old queers.
His first day there a bevy of doctors sur
rounded his bed. There was doctor McKeever,
and the head of the hospital who had posed

A brash dawn destroyed the dignity of
night. Sm ith’
s troops slid down the cargo
net into their open, shell-like, H iggen ’
s boats,
and Smith took his usual stance at its front
with his back to its ramp, and shouted to
them over the sound of friendly and enemy
gun fire.
“
You people,” he yelled, “
who have the
guts to halt your advance to help the wounded
have got to cut it out. We hire you to fight
not to succour . . .” That was a good last
word, for last word it was. While he had
talked the H iggen ’
s boat had approached
to within range of the beach, and a Japanese
mortar landed between Smith and the ramp
of the boat, so that Smith took most of its
blast in the back and head, except for that
which hit Sergeant M. in the arm.
The platoon obeyed him. When their in
jured craft limped upon the sand, they ran
out its door toward the enemy, while a stray
medical man did for Smith what he had been
hired to do under the circumstances.
Now Smith was not the first man ashore
that day. But he was the first one back. He
even had his picture taken shaking hands
with the commanding officer of of the Navy
hospital at Pearl Harbor, who greeted the
first plane load of Guam ’
s wounded. But,
as Smith lay upon his litter unconscious,
bearded, and generally unphotogenic, no one
ever published the picture.
Even when he was carted into the hospital
no one really knew what to do with Smith,
for the mortar had shot off all his identifica
tion. But he was so badly wounded it was
thought he must be an enlisted man, so he was
placed in the enlisted ward where everyone
called him ‘
Sarge,’which is a very compli
mentary title in the Marine Corps. Still, as
Smith moved slowly back into a world of
light, hypodermic needles, and intravenous
tubes, he wondered about that title. But not
too much for he had other important worries,
like why he couldn’
t talk. Nor could he even
feel his legs when the doctor laid a hand
upon them. And when the doctor did this
and saw his frightened look he told Smith
not to worry because everything was going
to be all right.
At that, the ward had its jolly side. There
was one doctor called Cleaver McKeever, and
for a good reason. He was the orthopedic man
and was cussed, discussed, and revered, more
13

Miss Morris is Venturis art editor for this
issue, and has contributed prose, poetry, and
illustrations in the past. Her poetry also
appears on page 20 of the magazine.

5 pelican wives of 5
Tear their breasts though
Childless, waiting while their
Flamingo lovers tilt and
Waver, one-footed, indecisive birds
Pleading mammon, insanity,
Inclemency, beloved vagrancy,
Profess to genius, clack together
Over various matters, mer
Balanced of course, precipitously,
Against 5 pelican wives of 5.

5 men I know of 5
Stand on one foot, preening
Where their comely feathers
Meet at the hollow below bone.
5 I know of 5 meet
Convivially to compare their
Past passions, unrequited
Adolescentries, pass a thousand
Nights in true fellowship.

The young one holds her innocence,
A delicate hooked fan for him to batter;
The old one has her depths of lust
Conceived of hours of waiting, temporized
Despair.
The three between convene
Against their insubstantialness,
Plead with one another (3
Might almost equal a man.)

with him in the picture that was never
printed, and the head neurologist, and a
couple of others. They told him he was lucky
to be alive, but that he might as well realize
that he would always be paralyzed, though
they were not sure yet how much, as that de
pended on the healing powers of the brain
and spinal column, but that in any event he
would have various locomotion, coordination,
and vital process difficulties. After they left
the room, Smith cried and wished for a couple
good, stiff snorts.
The next morning Smith began to believe
in mental telepathy. His doctor entered the
room and asked if he was opposed to drink
ing spiritus fermenti. What a question to
ask of a man whose respect for the law was
garnered in the days when the cop on the
s whiskey in his
beat used to deliver his dad’
motorcycle side-c'ar. Was Smith not also
the man whose home brew had made a fra
ternity famous? And who had built, under
most trying circumstances, the finest still
that ever made raisin jack of such perfection

that it but needed a drop of shaving lotion
for tang? But Smith did not go into all this.
Instead, he said, “
Not at all, Doctor.” And
was rewarded by being granted a ration of
whiskey three times a day.
Within minutes, beside him appeared a
nurse with a face like a post office cornice.
But Smith hardly noticed that. His eyes
were fixed on a bottle of bourbon she carried
on a tray, flanked by a jigger glass, and a
glass of milk. The last was for a healthful
chaser, Smith decided. The nurse filled the
jigger from the bottle. Ignoring Sm ith’
s
outstretched, unsteady hand, and then his
look of horror, she took a medicine dropper
from her starched pocket and measured
eighteen drops from the jigger into the milk.
Then she handed him the chalky mess.
“
Drink it,”she ordered. And drink it he did
while she toasted his good health with the
jigger, and downed its contents in a swal
low.
A hospital ship floated Smith back to the
States. His litter was borne towards the
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| 5 men of 5 preen against the
Flat florid landscape.
The young one burnt with an
Obsessive virtue, the old (which
One is elder?) fears his son
The sight of blood, and numbers,
Others, concerned with mirrors,
Bolster m om ent’
s vanity, claim
5 Yet no wiles, advertise for
•The dream wife-mother-daughter
Of the moon, tree of life, soulmate
Above all a politic face. Small
Wonder how 5 pelican wives of 5
Turn brittle, strong in fragments
Feeding on despair of unanswered
Waiting, or somnolent at heart upon
Those promises heard across the
Serene lake.

gangway by four shuffling and disinterested
sailors, past, the ambulatory patients, who
were hanging from every davit and stanchion
watching the unloading of the officers whom
protocol permitted to go first. As Smith was
joggled by them he saw and heard a cor
s rail, yell: “
Hey,
poral leaning on the sh ip’
look at that one for busted down brass. Boy
has he had it.” And everyone laughed in
cluding Smith, who laughed a little.
For months Smith was massaged, whirlpooled, exercised, and injected, until some
times he did faint with pain. But the doc
tors told him that was a good sign, then gave
him codine and morphine, and, of course,
eighteen drops of bourbon from time to time
to ease him over the rough spots. Slowly
his paralysis worked its way down his long,
and now, lean, frame, until it reached to his
hips, and there it stopped and w ouldn’
t
budge another inch.
Then, one glorious evening, Smith was
dressed in a uniform which hung upon him
like window drapes. He had been outfitted
in braces which supported him at the hips,
and crutches which clasped him at the el
bows, and was told by his neurologist that he
s club. So the saliva
might go to the officer’
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stood in Sm ith’
s mouth. “
But,”warned the
doctor, “
we think the damage done your
nervous system has likely destroyed your
tolerance for alcohol. So—”and he wiggled
a sharp, warning forefinger—“
one highball
or cocktail before dinner. And that’
s all.”
Smith thanked him with his engaging smile
and the doctor assisted him into the car. Its
driver had to help Smith into the club, for
he did not yet move well on his own. Slowly,
however, he swung his m e t a l trappings
towards the curved mahogany altar, with
its high priest in a white coat already upon it,
and standing before a host of awful bottles.
And Smith leaned upon its immaculately
polished surface and said to the bartender
as he patted his own thin stomach, “
Fill ’
er
up.”
“
Did you,”said the doctor the next morn
ing at sick call, “
have a drink before dinner
last night?”
“
I sure did,”replied Smith.
“
Just one.”
“
That’
s right.”
“
That’
s funny,”said the neurologist, sadly,
for he took his work seriously, “
when you
sat at my table you had six.”
Smith chuckled. “
And I thought it was
the moldy ice. But hell, Doc, this is nothing
new”he slapped the physician on the hand.
“
I’
ve fogotten some pretty important things
after an all night blast before this. Let me
tell you.”
But the doctor interrupted. “
Very likely.”
He rose and stood over Sm ith’
s chair and did
a very funny thing for a fellow officer. He
put his hand under Sm ith’
s chin and raised
his head so that their eyes met. “
From now
on, you drink and you die, one way or an
other.” And the doctor said, “
Good morn
ing, sir”and left the room.
“
That’
s what the man said,” Smith con
cluded with a half chortle as he told of his
morning interview over coffee in the hos
pital coffee shop. He had an attentive audi
ence too, for when you have been in a hos
pital as long as most of these men, you de
velop a medical interest, and knowledge too,
of a sort.
Sergeant M., who was there, was the first
to speak. “
Ah, look,”he said, jabbing the
air with his good hand, “
all doctors are
stupid. Did I ever tell you about the one
who lost thirty brain operations before he

no depth perception. How about that!”
wised up. Yeh, he discovered he didn’
t have
The Ensign, who had been to college, was
more erudite. “
They had a real keen obste
trician on the dependents’ward. No fooling,
he was so dumb, he didn’
t know the differ
ence between the words “
penis”and “
umbili
cal.” The results were fantastic, let me tell
you until some of the officers’wives com
plained.”
But Smith liked most the story of the in
tern who took off an ingrown toenail and
then forgot to remove the tourniquet from
the toe until the bandage was cut off three
days later.

splashed across the water between the two
cities. With such convenient and colorful
communications available, it was decided by
s tests should be
the puissant five that Sm ith’
confirmed by more research in the larger city
across the bay, which had in it dozens of after
hours clubs. Because of the length of the
trip they bought three bottles of whiskey,
nicknamed Black Death. One of these they
downed in the ferry boat toilet, or Head, as
the Navy calls it. Then, wise to the ubiqui
tous Shore Patrol, they clambered like cau
tious crabs to the upper deck of the boat,
and there, with raucous ribaldry, passed
around the second bottle.

So the five wounded decided that they
themselves would make a scientific test of
Sm ith’
s tolerance to alcohol. And all five
took shore leave that evening. Besides the
Ensign, who had been shot in the heel in the
classic fashion, and Sergeant 1V1., whose body
cast supported his left arm in what looked
like a permanent salute, there was Lieutenant
B., who had lost a leg below the knee due to
a touch of gas gangrene, and a P. F. C. whose
left arm hung limp like a flag and was, there
fore, to be removed within a week, which is
why his contribution to the conversation was
usually limited to saying: “
I wish old Cleaver
McKeever was here.”

Something terrible seemed to be happening
rather suddenly to Sergeant M. He began to
rattle inside his plaster shell. His eyes, like
street lights, turned all white in the murky
night. He straightened to his full height,
and, like a saluting toy soldier, fell prone
upon the slimy deck.

They went to town in a cab, and were so
wedged in by canes, braces, casts, crutches,
and such like, they hardly had room to flinch
at moving cars and crowds of people, which
were so strange to them that when they
reached a tavern door their mouths were dry
from fright. But their hearts were full of
anticipation, which is a fine substitute for
realization in any case.
Each beer Smith drank was an experiment
in clinical psychology. From time to time
he was propped upon his sticks and urged to
walk in a straight line around their table, or
to count to a hundred, equating his accuracy
with that of the assembled experts. And they
played a game called Colonel Puff, which
was very mental and required the loser to
drink a stein at a gulp. So that it was the
general opinion of all five that Smith was
pretty tolerant.
Now it happened that the city where
Smith s hospital was located was separated
from a larger* city by a vast body of water
called Puget Sound. Every hour a ferry boat
— 16

The shock of this was too much for the
Ensign, who himself had been showing symp
toms of a heretofore unsuspected sensitivity,
and who therefore, took sick in the scuppers.
Straightening from his chore, and somewhat
sobered by the experience, he volunteered to
use his rank to sneak both himself and Ser
geant M. back into the hospital on the boat’
s
return trip. The P.F.C. agreed that, inasmuch
as the sergeant was supposed to to be plas
tered only on the outside, the Ensign was
doing good. And he slapped him on the back
And Smith drafted several cheering sailors
to remove M. to the warmth of the cabin
below.
But the P.F.C., and Lieutenant B., and
Smith carried on. With their third bottle,
they bribed a taxi driver to take them to an
illicit after-hours gin mill called The High
Hat, which could only be reached by des
cending a steep flight of stairs to a base
ment. But the P.F.C. did yeoman duty, with
his one good arm, in maneuvering Smith
and Lieutenant B. into the bowels of this
bistro. Then, of course, the P.F.C. could
walk like ordinary men. And to prove how
well, he walked out of The High Hat, a
half hour later, with a charming, elderly, In
dian woman.
But pulchitrude, for a change, didn’
t inter
est Smith, and B. was too exhausted from his
(Continued on Page 18)

The
FAILURE

Mrs Lonner, a speech-education major, con
tributed to Winter Venture. Her essay, Un
ending Application, on page 9 of this issue,
won second place in the Venture writing
contest this quarter.
by JUDITH LONNER

Halloween is a ch ildren ’
s time, a glorious
once a year time, when they can ask for gifts
from remembering adults. And I, remem
bering, prepared for them. Walt was gone
on a cross-country flight, so my half-puppy
collie, Koly, and I walked to the little Mexi
can grocery and bought the necessary in
gredients for popcorn balls. I prepared the
sticky, dark mess and with buttered hands
crushed the wild bits into little puff balls.
When I had made over two hundred of them,
Koly and I ate a few.
We were living on the Mexican border, in
Laredo, Texas, and our house was near the
Air Force Base, at which Walt was stationed.
It was a naked little house; plants couldn’
t
grow in the murderous sun; only a crooked
Castor bean tree survived, and it was merely
a spine with a few cruel leaves at the top. It
was a solitary house with no houses near,
except the apartment house several streets
away; and in back was a huge lot, full of wild
growth and scorpions. Beyond that was a
cemetery, full of Mexican love of the ornate.
And the red dust blew inside day and night.
There was always wind.
I carved a pumpkin, who, when he had a
candle lit inside, smiled at me. Koly ate a
few of the seeds and didn’
t like them. The
back door that opened into the vacant lot,
blew open, and I shut it, making a mental note
to get a lock for it. It was only a screen
door with a piece of glass in it. We put the
pumpkin in the castor bean tree and the wind
tried to put out the light.
When the darkness settled down, our first
trick-or-treater came. She was a little girl
from the apartments in a red clow n’
s cos
tume. She didn’
t like the mask, her Mother
said; it scared her. I gave her a big gooey
popcorn ball and they left. Some air force

wives brought their children dressed in care
fully made costumes. And then they quit
coming; it was getting late and time for the
little ones to be in bed.
With the blackness of late night, other chil
dren began to come to my door. I opened the
door and saw several little brown faces sil
ently looking at me. After a moment of
silence the oldest one trilled “trick or treat.”
I think these were the only words in English
he knew. No one spoke, nor did they smile
as I passed out the popcorn balls. Then two
women came out of the shadows in masks.
They held out their bags, and I added to their
collection. When they left, I sat on the
floor, hugging Koly, and told her I’
d never
heard of mothers collecting candy. She
looked down her long, skinny nose at me,
as though I didn’
t appreciate this glorious
game we were playing tonight. She loved
children and having them come sent her
hysterically barking, and jumping around,
stiff-legged, in circles. It was all I could do
to hold her back, and she scared some of the
little children.
More little Mexican children kept coming,
and their strange way of standing quietly,
bags opened, began to wear down my en
joyment of the evening. They would look
into my eyes, receive the gift, and go away
without a sound. They would not smile.
Their black eyes looked at me, then roamed
into my house, viewing my newly-married
furniture. And when they left, I couldn’
t
hear their footsteps; maybe the wind car
ried the sound away.
Koly was becoming impossible. She was
frantic in her attempt to get to the children,
so I got her lead and fastened it to a chair, out
of the way of the door. She flopped down
with a great human sigh and spread her legs
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out behind her. She refused to look at me
and turned her head to the wall. But she
was up and barking when the next children
came. They were really boys, not children,
all about eleven years old. As I took the tray
to the door, Koly began to pull at the lead,
dragging the chair toward the door and the
beloved children. I slapped her across the
muzzle and she turned from me and sat down.
I held the tray out to the boys and they
lunged for it. All I could see was dirty
brown hands snatching, hitting and stuffing
the bags. I screamed for them to stop, put
the tray over their heads and gave each boy
one. They turned and walked silently away.
At the end of the walk they looked back at
me and spit Spanish that I knew must be
foul.
I was ready to quit; the evening w asn’
t
fun, or childish remembrance any longer. But
there was still a pile of popcorn balls left,
so after scolding Koly, I again answered the
door. Standing there were around ten Mex
ican teen-agers. Their shirts were screaming
colors, their black hair looked held in waves
by grease. They were silent. I went to get
the tray and two of them stepped inside the
door. They took in every detail of my house
in one dark glance and the rest began mov
ing inside. I couldn’
t move. My hands shook
and the popcorn balls moved like living
creatures.
“
Wanna drink of water,”one of them said.
The hate in his eyes burned into me and
settled in my stomach.
“
I think you’
d better leave,”I said, in my
best authoritative manner. They laughed.
“
You must go,”I said; it was not a command.
I backed away, put down the tray and felt
behind me for K oly’
s ruff. The long fur
frustrated my fingers. They hadn’
t noticed
her before because she was silent. She was
quivering but not growling and when I let
her loose, she let out one sound. I would like
to forget that sound. It was a cry, a Sia
mese cat-baby-like cry. And she didn’
t move.
Her lips w eren’
t curled in a snarl; she just
stood, quivering. She didn’
t make another
sound; just that one, gut-ripping wail. The
boys looked at her and slowly filed out the
door. I watched them go down the walk.
I went out to bring in my pumpkin. It was
hanging in the naked tree. The pumpkin had
given up and bowed in darkness to the wind.
—

(Continued from Page 16)

exertions, so the two of them sat side by
side on a low davenport while the entertain
ers and guests fussed over them and bought
them drinks until dawn. And nearly the
whole place helped them back up the stairs. ,
A heavy rain was falling, which cooled but
did not sober, and the crowd gathered around
the cab as the two drove off, shouting “
aloha” ,
and “
hasta la vista”and other polyglot fare
wells common at sea town taverns.
The rain did have its effect, though.
It had so dampened the rubber mat leading ,
from the dock to the ferry boat that Lieu
tenant B.’
s crutches lost their purchase on it.
and he fell full and flat upon the stump of
his missing leg. Had not the ferry boat whistle
sounded the last warning for boarding at
that very moment, everyone within shout
ing distance would have known B.s discom
fort. Only Smith knew it. Indeed, he shared
it. For, when B., balanced for an instant on
the bandaged raw end of his leg, finally
pitched to the mat, he swept against Sm ith’
s
shaky sticks, and the two of them hit the
deck together. Those that were nearby
claimed later that they never before had
heard so many, almost classic, if unrepeat
able allegories, which in Marine vernacular
are termed profanity.
Sm ith’
s mind awoke before his eyes opened.
These somehow felt better closed, though he
knew he was back in his hospital bed and
that the doctor and nurse were busying them
selves about it. “
I see, Doctor,” said the
nurse, “
you want Vitamin B shots and in
travenous blood. Whole?”
“
Yes. But not until after I have made a
lumbar puncture and the laboratory has done
an encaphalogram.”
“
Must have been quite a toot.” The nurse
scribbled on her order chart and held it out
for the doctor’
s signature. “
I understand
Sergeant M. has a bad hemorrhage.”
“
He fell and broke his bone graft.” The
doctor was terse. “
I am not so sure that
we can save both him and the arm. Parti- j
cularly him.”
Smith opened his eyes. “
What do you mean,
doc?” he demanded a little vaguely. “
You
must. M. was the best damned sergeant in the
whole division.”
18
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“
How would you know?”asked the doctor.
Smith tried to raise himself on his elbow
so he could slap the doctor in a friendly fash
ion to show there were no hard feelings. The
doctor pushed him gently back on his pil
low. “
Take it easy, lieutenant, I think one
casualty per party is about all my nerves
or patience w ill stand. Besides, I don’
t like
drunks.”
And, so you see, officialdom frowned on
it, but the story of the party had gone the
rounds of the hospital, and most of the pa
tients, wanted a first hand account of it, but
Smith told them to go have their own party
and find out for themselves. Not so Sergeant
M., who would wheel over from the enlisted
men’
s ward to the S. O. Q. and go through
the whole thing again and again. “Boy,
Smith,”he would say, “
we really had a ball
until I took that header. But did that cost
me.” And he would grin a little wryly and
glance down at new his cast, or w iggle the
fingers which were held by it almost par
allel with his eyes. Smith was glad to see
it too. So glad that once when he was swing
ing out of the room when Sergeant M. was
there, he stopped and squeezed the shoulder
of the cast, as though he wanted to make sure
it was real.
The P.F.C. used to join them once in a
while. Somehow he looked better balanced
with the empty sleeve where the old useless
arm used to be. He loved telling Sergeant
M. and the Ensign about the fun he had “after
I got rid of these two old fogies at The High
Hat!”Lieutenant B and the rest of the crowd
laughed. But Smith only bowed his head
so he could readjust his brace strap at his
ankle, or hip, or somewhere.
“
I wonder if I’
m losing my silly mind,”
he said half to himself one day.
“
What did you say?”asked Lieutenant B
who shared his room.
“
Oh, nothing, except that I don’
t seem
to get the kick out of life I used to, for
some reason.”
And Lieutenant B. laughted to see Smith
acting so comical and replied, “Oh, you’
re
| just feeling sorry for yourself. I noticed you
did alright at The High Hat that night. And,
if you couldn’
t remember the things you did,
I that’
s too bad because they were really hilarI ious.” Then he lowered his voice and moved
f his wheel chair over to Sm ith’
s bed. “
What

ONE POEM
by DICK STEPHENSON
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Easily lit the coals lay
Hot in temporary dormancy
’
T ill your returning breath
Alit the entire hearth
Keeping my thoughts warm

do you say we have a little repeat perform
ance the first chance we get?”
“Oh, I’
m not so sure,” Smith started to
say, and then didn’
t finish his sentence but
just lay there looking at Lieutenant B grin
ning at him.
So things went along this way until the Re
tirement Board met to put Smith out of the
service, marines with braces and canes not
being at a premium in those days. Actually
it was nowhere near as frightening as Smith
thought it would be. All he had to do was
to dress in his uniform, with the little col
oured brag rags pinned carefully over his
breast pocket to show what battles he had
done, and to sit in his wheel chair with a
pillow behind his back, and his canes stuck
between his thigh and the arm of the chair.
He waited and fidgeted a little, while the
doctors whispered over his records. Finally
his neurologist leaned over the table and
said:
“
As I told you, Smith, we are going to re-
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tire you from the Marine Corps. For the
rest of your life you’
ll receive a modest com
pensation. It may not be enough to make up
for the creature functions your injuries have
cost you, because such a loss is hard to
measure. But it will help if you will let it.”
And he leaned back in his chair and looked
at Sm ith’
s eyes, just as seriously as he did
when he was conducting an examination.
And Smith looked back at him the same way
for almost a minute.
“
I can let it,”replied Smith. And he leaned
over the desk where a carafe of water and
three glasses had been put for the conven
ience of the doctors. He filled a glass while
the three men looked on with varying de
grees of astonishment, for after all they
were of field grade, and he but a lieutenant.
Smith put the glass to his lips, drained it,
and turned down the empty glass upon the
walnut table top.
He wheeled his own chair from the room,
too.
So Smith went home to his wife, who in
the years since the war began had got just
a bit chunky, a little gray, and rather thought
ful. And the two of them began to splice the
new years to the old ones.
And all Sm ith’
s friends and acquaintances
felt terribly sorry for him. They would com
pare him now, swinging his dead legs be
tween his two canes when he walks, barely
able to make it around, with the old days
when he was everywhere at once and every
body’
s friend. Then he was the life of the
party, you might say, and that very phrase
was used to describe the old Smith more than
once.
And, of course, they didn’
t believe him
when he would say, “
I’
m quite happy, thank
you.” If he happened to be at the bank when
he said it, he would often smile at his ledgers,
for he never did own the bank, and if he was
home he would smile at his wife, or at the
child (the Smiths never had but the one,
of course) or at the dog, or even at the knotty
pine game room without the bar in it.
And people think he is being either brave
or bitter. But Smith doesn’
t. And neither
does Mrs. Smith.

Poem
by MARY MORRIS
H ope’
s a fierce dog, always baying
Yes on little pasts while today’
s
Little gifts give no, like the mouthing
Planets. Our poor paper skin repeats.
Yes kept soft by slavering hope, your
No in yes inverse upon the face:
Together we gray out in blind silences,
The only yes for waiters, sponges, holding
Hands across tim e’
s broad back.
Crosstimes I know the one of two
Whole yesterdays ago: m em ory’
s
Tricky weather zigzags us, crosshanded
Skaters, past all matched evendoing runners.

COLERID6
on Life Sav

“Tis swee
far to m
from The Rime o f the Ancient Mariner, par

Still only 5{
—
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by ANDY ELTING

If we Americans wish to preserve repres
entative government and the democratic pro
cesses that activate it we must radically
change the organization of our government.
Our present structure can not sustain the
cumulative pressures from within and with
out; and no amount of tinkering with our or
ganization of states can answer the needs and
ideals of Americans.
Must we continue to be blindly loyal to
an organization that allows the destruction
of the ideals it was designed to protect?
Americans are prisoners within a political
framework that promotes the frustrated
repetition of outmoded political plans. Wit
ness the Administrations’ New Frontier,
which is neither new nor a frontier, and the
attenuated mimicry of the minority party.
We are plagued with a plethora of politi
cians and pundits who are daring critics and
clever diagnosticians. But the therapies that
they advocate are variations of old schemes
under new slogans. The most audacious in
volve our anachronistic governmental organ
ization in disguised collectivisms that are as
destructive to dignity and freedom as the
overt materialisms they decry.
Which is more important, time honored in
stitutions, or the individual? Our heritage in
America is not contained by our govern
mental structure. Our heritage is liberty,
and the guts to preserve it by controlling our
government and changing it if necessary.
What changes should we make? To de
cide that, we must examine the pressures
and problems underlying the need for change.
We w on’
t find the etiological agents of the
diseases afflicting our nation by referring to
—

governmental programs for Polaris missiles
or surplus foods and minerals. The poli
ticians are constrained to treat only symp
toms.
Here are four of the myriad interrelated
stresses within and without our governmental
structure.
First, bigness. It is significant that big
unions, big business, and big government ex
cuse their size by pointing at each other.
When a representative of each can negotiate
agreements that vitally affect the lives of
all of the people it may appear efficient, but
how representative is it?
When a few pension trust and mutual
fund managers can control the largest Ameri
can industrial concerns, enterprise is no
longer free or private. When the top offi
cials of a large industry are not aware of the
chicanery of their underlings, bigness can
not excuse itself or the morality it spawns.
When the career employees of governmen
tal Boards, Bureaus, or Commissions can pas
sively sabotage a legislative program, bigness
is bad. As our population grows, the legis
latures of the states and nation will become
too large to function or else representation
will have to be drastically reduced.
When a Senator or a union leader repre
sents the votes of more people than Jeffer
son did as President, or when a bureaucrat
controls more tactics and material than Jackson did as General, the structure that sufficed
then has been outgrown. Dilution of the vote
and diminution of the voice of the citizen
leads to government that is representative
in name only.
Second, population. The population ex21
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plosion poses problems other than how to
maintain truly representative political and
quasi-political organizations. It compounds
the effect of automation, and of increased per
capita consumption of natural resources.
Transportation and communication problems
caused by distance are being supplanted by
those caused by congestion.
Third, alienation of the individual. The
individual in our society has kept the selfcentered attitude of the rugged individualist
of yore, but has lost the self sufficient aware
ness of his own powers. Dependent on the
group, the organization, he is becoming a con
suming automaton.
Alienated from his own strength and from
direct connection with many things guiding
his life he can no longer command his poli
tical destiny. He becomes a cog in a pres
sure group—that insidious enemy of the dem
ocratic process to which he pays lip service.
The epitome of alienation is bureaucratiza
tion in which people are objects to be ad
ministered.
Related to his loss of individualism is de
nial of individual responsibility. Our popular
substitute is equalitarian humanitarianism.
We denigrate human dignity by denying fail
ure and by making wards of one another.
Fourth, depletion of natural resources. We
are sending many unpaid accounts to future
generations; the largest bill is for growth,
in numbers and consumption. Genetic and
psychological weaknesses are inestimable. As
suming that science does develop food, min
eral, and space substitutes, we are condemn
ing future generations to polyp-like life in
cells, in the rock and brine of some future
world. Is this our service to the species in
gratitude for our bounty from the past?
Countless lesser ailments could be detailed.
Excellence in craftsmanship and intellect de
clines proportionately as man becomes far
ther removed from the fruits of his hands
and mind. Controversy, the pass to progress,
has become a nasty word to people whose Bill
of Rights guarantees its invaluable sanctity.
The American citizen is a baffled beholder
of his own confusion. He tries vainly to pose
a confident face to the ugly world closing in
around him; while he mouths abstractions
for what they used to mean. For reassurance
he indulges himself; by planning security—
at the cost of freedom; by asserting certainty
—at the expense of thinking; by embracing
—

equality—at the sacrifice of liberty; by be-i
coming a spectator—instead of a participator. |
We can’
t combat all of our plagues and I
cure all of our ills by describing them and j
then going on our self-indulgent ways. Sen- j
tentious innovations merely aggravate them, j
The easiest and surest corrective measure is 1
radical therapy; alteration of the environ- !
ment.
The environment we need would: place
the individual in more intimate and respon- ;
sible contact with his work and his govern- ’
ment; reduce the size of all super organiza
tions; provide productive activity for more
people, and; conserve human and natural re
sources. The following rough outline is a
sample sketch of such needed atomization.
Divide the nation into five or more groups
of states; each group a subnation with some
form of democratic republic legislative, ad
ministrative, and judicial services. Each
grouping should be based on a division of
population, arable land, natural resources,
and industry, in as equitable a manner as
possible.
Consolidate the counties within the states.
This would prepare for the formation of new
states within the groups. Fracturing of states
at the present time is sorely needed in some
instances.
Delegate to the present national govern
ment, on a temporary basis, authority to
handle international problems, defense, postal
service, inter-subnation arbitration, and inter
planetary exploration. Such a national gov
ernment could provide the framework for
transition into a world state.
Proscribe the expansion beyond state or,
possibly, subnation borders of unions, busi
nesses or industries. Liason, but not cartel
arrangements, could be allowed.
Permit all people to pay their taxes by
serving in county, state, or subnation posi
tions of government employment. A small
corps of dedicated career public servants
could handle the coordination of time and
nature of service. This service in lieu of
taxes should be encouraged liberally. If a
banker wanted to sweep streets to pay his
tax, fine—though not at bankers’wages. If
a streetsweeper wanted to compute assess
ments and was qualified to do so, credit him
with that wage. Encourage specialized and
cultural services.
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Cut all working hours progressively. Main
tain take home pay levels while doing so, with
adjustment of certain inequalities.
These are the sort of changes that are
required to put the individual back in con

trol and prepare him for active citizenship in
the brotherhood of man. These changes an
atomist dreams of as measures that would
emphasize the dignity and potential of the
individual.

&
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On Montana Culture . . .
(Continued from Page 8)
claim to be proud and will be one more
obeisance to advancing fate.
Corraled in our least valuable open areas,
our perennial Untouchable—the Indian—will
continue to be found. Though he is only the
feeblest participant in contemporary Mon
tana society, his contemporary status and
problems should provide material—if only for
contrast—for the writer.
The persons seeking to express this drama
of the suffocation of the old by the relentness
advance of the new must be able to feel a
sense of loss while retaining their objectivity.
They must understand the past and the pre
sent and realize that the past and the “
just
past”must be used to give emphasis and im
port to the losses we are inflicting on our
selves, to the compromises we are making
to retain for now as much as possible of the
old, and to an appreciation of the full mean
ing of our coming cultural demise.
We are not alone in our identification with
our environment and in the coming loss of a

free, uncomplicated way of life. The New
England woodsman, the Georgia farmer, the
Texas rancher, the Southwest citrus grower
—all those who have their roots in the land—
have the same feeling of love for their en
vironment, and all face the loss of their way
of life. An exact expression of our regional
consciousness and fate will therefore have
much more than purely regional implications.
It will contain much of interest for other
regions because it will be dealing in a mean
ingful way with the age-old problem of man
adapting to the new while struggling to re
tain the old. The present transition from an
environment-directed to a people-directed
culture is going on in many areas and the
literature which successfully presents this
theme of transition will be widely read and
appreciated by others.
Here is a fertile, profitable field for ex
ploration by the Montanan with a voice. If
he can synthesize our true self, our ap
proaching doom, the richness of our past, and
our position as self-exterminators, he can
create a successful, important expression of
the essence of a people.
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Patrons . . .
These business firms and individuals are the patrons of Venture, and are responsible for
the awards to be made in the writing contest scheduled for this year.
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menthol fresh i >
rich tob acco taste
modern filter, too
Yes, Salem is the soft smoke, the cool smoke,
the refreshing smoke, and it combines this springtime freshness with rich tobacco taste. Spe
cial High Porosity paper "air-softens" every puff to make Salem the most refreshing smoke
of all. No wonder it’
s America’
s fastest-growing cigarette. Smoke refreshed...smoke Salem!
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